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ABsTR4ff
The various type% causes “and mmles of structure failure of marine structures are given. Particular emphasis

on the effects of iurpction and maintenance on structural strengthj probability of failure and tie
factor of dety. The main concepts of loading strength and strudural reliability are briefly stated. The main
fa~ors affectingthe-uncertainties of structural strength are clearly identfmd. A rational approach to structural
safety of marine structures based on the minimiiion of the total life cycle cost is presented. The variations
of initial cost and cost of failure with the probability offailure
isconsidered qualitatively.A simple ewunple is
presented to show the variation of the initial cost of a simply supported plate subjected to wmpresive stre~es
with the factor of safety against flexural bucking. It is shown that dety and economy of marine structures are

is placed

greatly improved when effective inspection and maintenance schemes are incorporated in the design i.e. Design
for Inspection and Maintenance (Dllvf). It is etident that much work is still needed to establish a rational design
procedure incorporathg safety, economy and ma.intainabtity of marine structures.

INTRODUCTION
~>.

T

Structural safety of marine structures de~nds on the
variabilities and uncertainties of loading and strengt~
consequences of failure and the cost of failure. The
va.riabilitics of loading result basically from its random
nature, The uncertainties of structural strength result from
several muses among them are structural modcll&
analysis, procedure, fabrication defects, ~tling
tolerances, etc.
The life cycle cost of a marine stiucture is composed
basically of the initial cost and the cost of failure. Both
cost items depen~ among other things, on structural
reliability, probability of failure or factor of safety. The
initial cost increases with increased structural reliabtity,
The cost of failure, on the other han~ decreases wih
increased reliability. Therefore, there is an optimum value
or range of values of structural reliabtity or the factor of
safety which give a low value for the expected total cost in
case of structural failure.
This paper presents a qualitative approach for the
determination of the optimum structural reliabfity. The
approach is supplemented by a simple example illustrating
the effect of variation of the factor of safety on the initial
cost of a simply supported rectangular plate subjected to
compressive stresses. No attempt is made to consider the
cost of failure btiuse of tbe lack of data on the various

fkihue cost elements.
It is shown that much work is still needed before this
rational approach could k, used in”a practical way.
SAFETY ASSUILKNCE
A major requirement for any marine structure (a ship or
an offshore structure)is to

have low

initial

and

operational cost, to be reasonably de, not to have catastrophic failure, nor to muse much trouble in service due
to frequent minbr damages and failures.
Safety is today concerned not only with the structure
itself, but also with external damage that the miy result w
a consequence of failure, The assurance of adequate dety
for ships and offshore structures is a complex problem
involving de@
construction and operation. With
increasing cost of ships and offshore structures and the
need to reduce risk it is important to develop design
criteria and lifetime reliabfity.
Tbe fundamental equation of safety assuraucc is given b}
[1]:

M= R-Q>O

(1)

where
M-1

M
R
Q
The

i-

= margiu of &ety
= strength.
= load
factor of safety ‘y” is given by
:(2)

y = R/Q

It should lx realiixd that for a marine structure, or any
part of itj the strength and load are time dependent. The
strength normally deteriorates with time by a rate totally
dependent on the effectiveness of the schemes of
inspection maintenance and repair adopted. The load
normally inffeasei with time.
The adverse effect of theti variations on the margin of
safety of a marine structure is illustrated by F~e
(l).
The effeet of improper inspection and maintenatm
schemes on the variation of the factor of safety with time
is illustrated by F~e
(1).

Design wave method [3]
..
ii- S-al
analysis method [4]
The latter methodis based on the assumption that load
are linearly depmdent on wave heights. Either short or
long term prediction of structural responses (stresse%
stra
ect.) are normally considered. Efforts have ken
made to include nonlineffects in the estimation of
momenk and shear forces in fine ships [q,
The
long term probabfity density function could ~
determined from the corresponding short term functions.
However, the distribution function commonly used to
desdd
the long term variation is the Weibr.dl
distribution [q.
The distribution furdon of the extreme load could be
determined from the density function of the load using asymptotic relations [7’J
STRENGTH @4FABILlTY)
strength ‘R of a marine structure or any part of it,
represents for any particular mode of failure, a limiting
The

state beyond which the structure, or element, is exp&ted
to fail (damage or collapse).
The variabilityof ‘W results from the variabilities of tie
mechanical properties of the materi~
dimensional
residual strew ...
tolerances [8?9], fabrication defects [10],

[11],initial distortions [9], accuracy of stress ardysk [1
errors in mathematical modelling corrosion [13],wear an..
tear, lack of proper maintenance, etc. Figure (2),
illustrates the variation of mechanical properties of

~-d

1

.8

shipbuilding steel (the range of variation could reach 257G
of the lower limit). The relative frequency of corrosion
rates for the de~ side and kmttom plating of large oil
tankers are given in reference [14].
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Time
Figure 1.Variation of Q,R and y with time.
LOADING (DEMAND)
The demand “v normally refers to the maximum value
of loading (shear for%, lxmding moment, etc.) likely to
occur over the expected semice life of a Marine Structure.
For an offshore structure, the demand is normally based
on a recurrence ~riod of 50-lMl years. Wind loads are

evaluatedusingassumedvaluesof sustainedandgustwind
speeds [2]. Wave loads on Marine structures are normally
evaluated by means of one of the two followiug methodx

F~c

2. Stress-strain iagrarn.

The variation of structural strength with time, due to the
effect of Corrosiou among other things, could be obtained
from the variation of material thicknesses with time. For
a simply supported panel of plating subjected to
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compressive strme~ the variation of strength with time,
i.e. R (t), relative to the original strength ‘Ron, could k
obtaked as illustrated by Figure (3). This Figure is based
on the afmmption that the variation of plate thickness
with time may follow one of the following expression
i.

w(t) = W. (1 - at2)

Weldingand formingresidualstresses [11]
areexpeted

tohaveaignitimt
effects
onthestrength
ofcold
formed
andwelded
structural
members(angle
andT-seetions).
Theprediction
offatigue
life
issubj-toa numberof
systematic
andrandomuncertainties
resulting
fromthe
quality
ofthewelds
andthedesign
ofeomeetions.
The
selected
modeltest
~
doesnotadequately
represent
the

ii.
whera.

actual

structure,

see

F~e

(S).

-

w(t) = W. exp ( - bt)
Wo,w(t) =
a&b

=

original
tbieknesi
andthickness
at
time‘t”
constants
representing the rate of

deeay of plate thickness.
+

,/ -

Figure 3. Variation of R(t)/RO with time.
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The rate of decay of strength,

therefore,

should be

controlled so as to ensure m acceptable limiting value
over the expected life span of the marine structure.
Figure (4). shows the effect of structural modelling on

Figure 5. Fatigue model.
The buckling strength of tubular columns is great]!
influenced by several classes of perturbations [~,
initial

column

deformation

local

such as

deformations,
residual

the mlculated stresses in a side frame of a general cargo

eeeentriaty of loading presenee of lateral load@

ship.

stre~

eet.

The beneficial effeet of structural redundanq should be

-Lt.

Figure 4. Effect of structural modelling.

F,*CO

reeognizd and made use of as the failure of a single
memhr does not necessarily lead to a catastrophic failure.
Practically, the mpabtity should .be represented -by a
trunmted density funetio~ whose lower and upper limits
give the feasible range of variation. The lower knit
represents the mitiml value and therefore should be
controlled so as to give art acceptable safety margin.
The upper limit represents the unnecessary extra streng@
and hence extra steel weight, which may have adverse
eeonomid
consequences [16]. Therefore,
adequate
measures should b taken to ensure a narrow mpability
density function. This add b achieved by several way~
among them a.m improving quaJity control during
fabriatiorq monitoring dynamic stresses during o~ratio~
improving inspection and maintenanm scheme% etc.
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of structural failure.

STRUCTUIL4LFAILURE

-1

The modes of’ failure commonly encountered

in ships

andoffshore
struehues
are~:
Structural failure is the inability of a structure to carry
out its, spectied l@ction. It is a random event and is
deftied in terms of a speci.tiedlimit state, or mock of
failure.
Failure may be divided into: Catastrophic or Damage.
The former may involve complete 10S of the Marine
Structure. The latter may be divided into minor or major
failure,
Structural faiiure results from several ause% among
them are: hea~ weather damages (due to pmdin~
slamming, pantin~ shipping green seas, dynamic forms
due to ro~g
and pitchingj vibratioq etc.), overloaclj
uuder-desi~ poor workmanship, wear and tear, eorrosio~
fatigue, etc. Wear and tear may result from general effeets
of coirosion or from local pitting [13]. Fatigue and brittle
fracture may result from ~r
design and bad
workmanship.

M-4

iii.

Excessive yielding
bu-

iii- Excessive deformations
iv- Brittle fracture
v- Fatigue fracture
Failure modes (i) and (iv) oeeur as soon as the load
exeeeds the died
strength whereas mmle (v) is time
depdent.
F~e
(6) shows the various ~u.ses of
structural failure resulting from overloading (Q > QD)
and / or underde@n (R < RD)
where

Q,

QD = l~d and design l~d

~
RD = strengthand design strength
Awning that the uncertainties are strictly those asscwiatedwith the inherent randomnessof lxth strength
(R) and load (Q) and that their distributionfunctionsare

knowqor could
bedetermine~.
theprobabfity
offailuremay require high initial cost and au effective system of
i&pction
and maintenance. ~
will increase the
isgiven
by[1]:

,,
/“-i.,
,.

utilization of the marine structure and reduee damage and
repair costs. EHorts shotd~ therefore, be direeted to
determine, for any marine structure, the optimum
Pf=R(R<
Q)=~Fr(r).
~@).dq
(3)
structural reliabtity which gives the minimum life cycle
o
cost. This may d
for Design for Irqwt.ion
and
Figure (7) shows the variation of ‘P; with the co.v. of
Maintenance (DIM).
strength andloa~whenbotharenormally
distributed. The optimum structural reliability, or its eomplementa.ry,
the target total probability of failure, Prmay k obtti~
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eitherby comparison
with
eorrespding
values
inrelated
aetitities
[17J
orbythemtiisation
ofthelife
qulecost
ofthemarine
Srudure
[18].
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DETERMINATION
OF
THE
PROBAB~
OF FAILURE Pr
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OPTIMUM

The optimum “P; is determined
fromthegeneralised
life
cycle
cost
equationwhichgivesthe total cost in terms
of the initial cost and cost of failure.
The total cost, however, emdd lx divided into
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RELIABILITY

Structural reliability is defined in, its simplest from, as
the pro~ab”fityof f+reless operation of the stru~ure
during its projected service life.
If the load on the structure is “Q”and its strength for a
,particular mode of fail~e is “R”,then structural reliability
is given by
.>

P, = P(R>Q)=l-Pf
A marine structure of low structural reliabfity (for the
various expected modes of.failure) may require low iuitial

cost but normally has a short service life, rapidly goes out
of service and generaUy requires large expenditures for
maintenance and repair. Increasing structural reliabfity

cost
. scrap value
- depreciation -

- initial

- insurance
- maintenance

ii- Fai!urecost items
-

replacement cost
mst of repair
10S of DWT items
salvage cost
loss due to time out-of service
tmst of pollution abat emenL clean-up, or other
environmental effects
- loss of reputatio~ busines and public contldence.

Some of these -t
items are inde~ndent of “P; while
the others are totally de~ndent on “P{. Including all
these cost items into the life qele cost equation as

independentterms wilJmake the problemratherdit%cult
to solve. The simplification of the generalised COSI
equation could be achievedby separatingthe initial wst

..<
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from all future cost items (umt of maintenanceand repair,

mst of failure) as follow
(4)

~=CI+{CMR+CF.pf]q

where

CMR = kqwtio~
costs

maintenance

and

rqmi.r

This simplificationis logid and justifiableas the cost of
maintenance and repair is dependent on “Pfnand it=.
expeeted variationwith time is also indirectlyrelated
the imst of faihue “CFa.F~e (9) shows the eff~ o~
ins@io% maintenanceand repairon the variationof “P;

with time

= expeeted
costof failure
=
a
factor
that
transfers future flow
~
into present worth values
cl = initialconstruction cost.
The present worth of future *
flow is given in
c~

standard
teti
books
onEngineering
Economim[19].
Consider
the particular
when the annual
maintenance
andrepair
costs
~e =umed ecmstant,
Le.
c~R

=

The~PWV
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Figure 9. Variation of Pf with time,
=P=CI+A(PW-i%
=CI{l+d(PW-i%
cl

-N)
-N)
(~

J = A/CI
~.l+A(PW-i%-N)

ct=~c~+cplJf.

n

(6)

The variation of “C; with “A”could be Uustrated by
Figure (8). It is evident that there should b an optimum
value of ‘J” which minimizes the expected total cost “Ct’.
However, in order to simplify the prdure
of
determinhg the optimum value of ‘P; the CMR” term is
included in the “CF P[ term as follows (2021):

Ct = c, + (cf. Pf). n

8.

Variation of C~with d.

It is evident that the variation of “C~ and CP” with
structural reliatiity “P~”,the probabfity of failure ~Pf”or
with factor of safety .“y” depends on
i-

It is evidentthat ihereasing ‘CMR”or “d” increases the life
sparI before failure and reduces the cost of failure CF
The present worth of “C; is given by

F~e

✍✎

b%

A

P=p.

where:

*;

(m

iiiiiivvvi-

the type of economic model used: Price of materia
fabritition eos~ overhead cost, etc.
type of marine structure: structure cotilguratioq etc.
type of loading, loadiug pattew etc.
, -—
Properties of the material used: strength resists
to eorrosioq etc.
mode of failure buckling yielding fatigue, etc.
expeeted aenfiee life.

It is clear that the initial cost “CI” increases with
increasing “P~”or “y” by virtue of better materia lxtter
desigq better workmanship, better inspeetio% mabtenanw
and repair system ete, see F~e
(10). On the other hand
the cost of failure aCF” deereases with increasing “P~wor
‘y’ lwm.we of the physical wear an tear, among several
other eattse~ see F~e
(10). It is neeewary, therefore, to
determine the optimum value of “P~”, “P: or “y” which
minimises the exp.ted total mst “~, see Figure (11).
It is evident that the maculation of the total cost “C1”
requires various data on all cost item% inflation rate, rate
of interes~ expected sewiee life, annual failure probabtity,
eqwted ast of failure, ctc Such data are not always
available and in general is very diMctdt to estimate. It is
to r~rd all relevant cost data
therefore needry
asswiated with Marine Structures that suffered minor or
major failures.
Since structural reliability could be directly related to the
.—
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factor of dety

for any particular mode offailure
[~],

itshould lx possible to determine the optimum factor of
k,ma

safety for the mode of failure under ansideration
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FigureI 10. Variation of CI & CF with “P~”.
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F~e
Consider the case of a simply supported rectangular
plate subjected to compressive stress “u”.The variation of
the plate price, CI; with the fa~or of dew 7 for be
budding mode of failure could be easily established.

12. Variation of ‘C: with ‘y”.

CC)NCLUDING

REMARKS

From the foregoing s.@@

the following are the

mti

eonelusiom
a- It k technologically and anemically
/--.,
/%

b-

Fiie

gd,fi
f?.
11. Variation of Ct with P~, P~ or y.

Figure

(12). shows the variation

of the relative

price of

the plate with factor of dety “y”.
y=um/a

am =

‘“E.(32
s

3(1-V2)

The pric of the plate is assumed, for simplicity, to vary
linearly with

the plate thickness.

unrealktic to

totally eliminate the tmeertainties associated with both
load and strength nor to determine their reliable
distribution functions.
Marine Structural Reliability should be related to tlm
life cyclecost of the stmcture and the consequences of

structural failure for the most probable modes of
failure.
c- The optimum structural reliabtity could lx determined
from the miuimisation of the total life eyele cost of the
marine structure. Efforts should be made to take
aeeount of the effeets of wear and tear, wrrosio%
iuspeeiio~ mahtenanee and repair on the variation of
structure reliabfity with time, for any particular mode
of failure.
quality
d- Improving
control
during
fabriatiow
monitoring dynamic str-s
during operation ad
improving irqwtion andmaintenance schemes should

improve
signikntly
strueturd
reliabtity
ande~cted
life
span,
of MarineStructures
shouldbe
e- Maintainabfity
considered
inaddition
totiety
andeconomy,
sow to
ensureacceptable
localand globalstructural
reliabfities
forthelikely
modesoffailure.
highannual
costs
ofinspection
and
f- The relatively
maintenance
ofMarineStructures
should
notmask

>,*
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their benefieiaJeffects on the minimisation of the total
life eyele cost.
g- Much effort is needed to collect, data on the various
life eyele cost items of marine structures particularly
from structures suffered moinor, major or catastrophic
failures.
h- Efforts should b direeted to study the variation of the
initial cost and the expted
cost of failure for certain
modes of failure for typid struetura.1 anfigurations of
marine structures.
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